
MY SUMMER WORK

MINI MATHS PROJECTS



TASK

• Your task is to choose some mini maths projects from the 

following slides. 

• You may choose any mini projects and complete as many as you 

like.

• It might be a good idea to try and complete one mini project per 

week in the holidays but I will leave that for you to choose.



USEFUL LINKS & RESOURCES

• Some of the projects will require you to use some equipment that 

you will probably have at home.

• You can ask your family and/or friends to help you if you would 

like to.

• You will find our contact information on the last slide.



Maths Mini 
Projects



Make a times tables
game

Plan a shopping trip Create your own 
number sequence

Look for shapes in 
the world around 
you

Investigate and 
create your own bar 
chart

Weigh objects in 
your kitchen

Find the lengths of 
objects

Find or create 
something exactly 
symmetrical

Find and calculate
fractions

What faces north, 
east, south and west 
in your house?

Write out the times 
you complete 
activities for a full 
day

Estimate and 
measure how much 
water containers will 
hold

Create your own 
number problems

Find out different
distances

Find patterns in 
nature

Menu



 Make up a game to help someone learn their 
times tables. 

 It can be any of the times tables, or multiple 
ones. 

 Make sure the player has to work out as many 
answers as possible

 Give them a way to check their answers to 
make sure they are correct!

Times tables
Back

To
Menu



 Plan a shopping trip – it can be for food, 
clothes, party supplies or toys and can 
be real or a wish list.

Write out a budget

Work out the total cost of the shopping 
trip – does it fit in your budget?

What change would be left over?

Shopping trip
Back

To
Menu



 100, 99, 97, 94, 90, 85 – what is the 
pattern?

 Can you create your own number 
sequence for people to solve? 

Make it as tricky as you can, just make 
sure it is solvable and that you know the 
solution!

Sequences
Back

To
Menu



What shapes can you see in the outside 
world? 

Which shapes are the most common? 

 Can you see 2d and 3d shapes?

Which shapes are best for which 
purpose?

Shapes
Back

To
Menu



 Create a survey on a subject of your choice – it 
could be people’s favourite animals, food, 
days of the week or anything you like.

 Create a tally and bar chart with the results

 Explain what you can about the data, which 
was the most popular? The least popular? 
Why?

Data handling
Back

To
Menu



 Make a note of the weight of 10 different 
items in your kitchen

 Which is the heaviest?

 The lightest?

 Are there any that are exactly the same?

 Are there any that, added together, are still 
lighter than the heaviest?

 How much do they weight altogether?

Weights and masses
Back

To
Menu



 What is the longest object in your house?

 What is the shortest? 

 Is there anything that is exactly 10cm?

 Is there anything that is exactly the same 
length as you?

Lengths and distances
Back

To
Menu



What can you find in your home and 
around that is completely 
symmetrical?  

How can you tell?

Can you create something that is 
exactly symmetrical?

Symmetry
Back

To
Menu



 What examples of fractions can you find? 
Look in your home or outside. 

 Is there anything that you cut into fractions?

 Make up some prices for different items in a 
shop. How much would each item cost in a 
50% sale?

Fractions
Back

To
Menu



Work out where north, east south 
and west are from your home.

What is pointing north? 

How many windows face west? 

 Is there anything facing South?

Directions
Back

To
Menu



 Write out your exact daily time table, either week day 
or weekend, including time intervals 

 What time do you…

 Get up?

 Have breakfast?

 Go for a walk, watch TV?

 Have lunch?

 Try to work out the exact time you do each activity 
and how long you spend doing it.

Time to…
Back

To
Menu



Find any containers in your house 
that will hold water safely.

How much do you think will fit in 
each one? 

Pour water in to find out!

How close were your estimations?

Estimation and Capacity
Back

To
Menu



 Write your own number problems

 One with an addition calculation

 One with a subtraction

 One with a multiplication

 One with a division

 Any others you are confident to do – time, multi 
step, measurement, shape or anything else.

 Find the solution for each one

Number problems
Back

To
Menu



 How far between college and home?

 How far between your bedroom and the bathroom?

 How far between your home and the last place you 
went on holiday?

 Are there any other distances you can investigate?

 You can either measure the distances to find out or 
look them up on a computer

Distance
Back

To
Menu



What maths patterns can you find in 
nature?

 Look for petals on flowers, leaves on 
plants

 Find and investigate as many 
mathematical patterns as you can in 
nature – including shape, distance, 
number

Patterns in nature
Back

To
Menu



GET IN TOUCH

FOLLOW OUR COURSE SPECIFIC PAGES HERE:

FOR ANY HELP OR COURSE 
INFORMATION PLEASE EMAIL:

nc.foundation@nscg.ac.uk

FOLLOW US ON SOCIAL:

@NSCGNewcastle

@nscgnewcastle

@NSCGNewcastle

/NSCGNewcastle

@NSCGStafford

@nscgstafford

@NSCGStafford

/NSCGStafford

@nscgnewcastle

http://www.facebook.com/NSCGNewcastle
http://www.instagram.com/nscgnewcastle
http://www.twitter.com/NSCGNewcastle
http://www.youtube.com/NSCGNewcastle
http://www.facebook.com/NSCGStafford
http://www.instagram.com/nscgstafford
http://www.twitter.com/NSCGStafford
http://www.youtube.com/NSCGStafford

